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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study is to reestablish the link between theories of organizational learning and knowledge creation – theories that in research, have been pursued as independent themes for almost two decades. Based on the literature review, I build a framework that proposes how the two streams of literature complement each other, how they are similar, and how they are different. To understand the framework's empirical applicability, I utilize it as a theoretical lens to study an innovation project in a Danish public service organization. Based on a longitudinal and participatory research strategy, I build eight propositions that are used to discuss and extend the organizational learning and knowledge creation literatures and to justify the framework's applicability. Finally, I present the managerial implications and the conclusions of the study.

1. Introduction

According to Lyles (2014), the study of knowledge creation and organizational learning is “pursued as independent themes in research (…) and the links between them tend to be forgotten (…) because it is hard to reconcile fundamental assumptions about knowledge, information, environment and learning” (Lyles, 2014 pp.132-133). Hence, the study of knowledge creation in relation to organizational learning is a research avenue that is seldom taken (Argote, 2011; Crossan & Berdrow, 2003), and this parallel development of both fields has supported a limited awareness of theoretical and practical advances between them for decades (Brusoni & Rosenkranz, 2014; Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2007).

When Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) insisted that knowledge creation in a firm was different from organizational learning, they created a membrane between the two fields that lead to the development of different theoretical constructs and definitions. This deliberate choice to disregard organizational learning has since then been noticeable in the knowledge creation literature, since the concept of learning is hard to find (Nonaka, Kodama, Hirose, & Kohlbacher, 2014; von Krogh, Ichijo, & Nonaka, 2000). Moreover, this explicit distinction between knowledge creation theories and organizational learning theories is also evident in the organizational learning community. Here, scholars utilize constructs such as change of behavior, actions or routines (e.g. Argyris, 2009) instead of speaking of the creation of new knowledge (for more examples, see e.g. Vera & Crossan, 2007). So when scholars in the field of knowledge creation do not utilize the word learning, and other scholars in the field of organizational learning do not apply the word knowledge to their research, it is a daunting task to compare and contrast the two fields (Lyles & Easterby-Smith, 2007; Lyles, 2014).

With this study I aim to alter the tendency of diversification, since the two research paradigms can cross-fertilize each other and thus increase our understanding of how innovation and change emerge (Argote, 2011; Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014). This argument is predicated on the premise that knowledge and learning are intertwined. Knowledge is the dynamic content/stock created as part of the learning process, and the same knowledge influences the learning process occurring on multiple levels within the organization (see, e.g., Crossan, Mauer, & White, 2011). In this study, organizational learning is defined as the principal means by which an enterprise achieves strategic renewal (Brix, 2014; Crossan, Lane, & White, 1999). Knowledge creation is defined as the act of making knowledge created by individuals available, amplifying it in social contexts, and selectively connecting it to the existing knowledge in the organization (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009).

In the spirit of Gioia and Pitre (1990) and Corley and Gioia (2011), I argue in the following, that my bridge-building between two theoretical orientations will enrich our current understanding of how the two phenomena interact and particularly how their theoretical and practical linkages can lead to new insights for research and practice. Consequently, the purpose of my study is to theoretically and empirically explore how knowledge creation can act a fundamental part of organizational learning and vice versa (Argote, 2011; Lyles, 2014). The goal of this exploration is to investigate and provide implications for how an empirical study that combines the two paradigms can link and extend theories in both fields.

By identifying the common ground between organizational learning theory (e.g., Crossan et al., 1999) and knowledge creation theory
I argue following the work of Hernes and Irgens (2012) and Weick (1996) that organizational learning can occur without using new knowledge, either because of a temporal dimension (that it is to early to use/implement new knowledge), or because the use/implementation of the new knowledge will lead to a decrease in firm/product/service performance. This framework is the manuscript’s key contribution. I utilize the framework as a theoretical lens to report on a longitudinal case study (Yin, 2013) being an innovation project in a public service organization. The findings from my participatory research strategy led to the development of eight propositions. Two of these propositions represent a novel contribution by linking organizational learning and knowledge creation theory to opportunity recognition. The remaining six propositions e.g. identify how organizational knowledge influences the work of the team members more in the beginning of an innovation project compared to the later stages of their project; or that dissimilar interpretations of ‘strategic important ideas’ on different managerial levels lead to the decision to use and implement ideas with lower strategic ambitions than the ones asked for by the top management when defining the project. Finally, since I report on a longitudinal case study of a public service organization’s entire innovation project my study contributes with it’s empirical usage to organizational studies (Rashman, Withers, & Hartley, 2009).

The study proceeds as follows. First, I develop the literature review to synthesize the relationship between knowledge creation theory and organizational learning theory. Then, I present the study’s methodology. Thereafter, I present the findings from my participatory research strategy, during which I build 8 propositions. Then, I discuss and relate the findings to the extant theory on organizational learning and knowledge creation and I highlight new directions for further research. Finally, I present the study’s limitations and the conclusion.

2. Literature review

Both organizational learning and knowledge creation theories stem from broad academic fields that do not have uniform definitions and units of analysis in their individual paradigms (Crossan et al., 2011; Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014; Von Krogh et al., 2000). To provide a common ground for this study, I present a brief overview of both academic fields before I focus on describing the specific streams of literature that I strive to integrate.

The field of knowledge creation is part of the knowledge management literature. However, studies of knowledge creation are different from studies of knowledge management since knowledge management focuses on the storage and distribution of knowledge that has already been created – often via databases and information and communication technologies (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014). Therefore, knowledge management research is viewed as a constricted stream of research that does not seek to change existing knowledge but rather to distribute it (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014; Nonaka et al., 2006). However, in the knowledge management research paradigm, the knowledge creation literature focuses on the creation of new – or the recreation of existing – knowledge (Argote, 2011). This stream of literature has a transformative and dynamic view of knowledge, based on the premise that knowledge changes as people become more knowledgeable (Brix, 2014). Hence, for the purposes of this study, I rely on the knowledge creation literature that explores and describes organizational knowledge (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014; Nonaka et al., 2006). This choice is made because the organizational knowledge literature relates to the content of knowledge-creating processes. This issue is further explained below.

In the organizational learning research paradigm, over the last four decades, many theoretical advances have been made. One stream of research is founded in psychology, viewing the individual as the change agent in the organization seeking to detect and/or correct errors (e.g., Argyris & Schön, 1978). Another stream delves into the sociological perspective, examining organizational routines and their effect on organizational learning (e.g., Cyert & March, 1963). For the purposes of this study, I rely on multi-level theories of organizational learning (Argote, 2011; Crossan et al., 1999, 2011) which integrate the individual, the group/team and the organizational levels of aggregation. This line of research is reviewed below.

2.1. Organizational learning as a systemic, multi-level view

Crossan et al. (1999) argue that organizational learning is “the principal means of achieving strategic renewal of an enterprise” (Crossan et al., 1999). Moreover, these scholars claim that organizational learning is a dynamic process that occurs over time across three levels: the individual, the group and the organization. Crossan et al. (1999) argue that organizational learning is associated with four micro-processes: intuiting, interpreting, integrating and institutionalizing (the 4I framework). In the context of, e.g., interpreting and integrating knowledge, these scholars stress that organizational learning is a process that creates tension between the assimilation of new knowledge (feed forward) and the exploitation of what has already been learned (feedback) (also, see Crossan et al., 2011). Hence, the learning processes are related to exploration and exploitation (March, 1991). These processes enable the company to improve the performance of existing processes and products, and the processes create knowledge that is used to build and develop portfolios of new products/services that are imperative for future survival (Brix & Peters, 2015; Tushman, Smith, Wood, Westerman, & O’Reilly, 2010). Complementing Crossan et al. (1999), Argote (2011) argues that the organizational learning process can be understood by using the following tri-partition: knowledge creation, knowledge retention and knowledge transfer. According to Argote (2011), organizational learning (as opposed to individual learning) first occurs when individual members embed new knowledge into a variety of repositories such as databases, tools, routines, social networks and transactional memory systems. It is here important to stress that organizational learning does not necessary have to result in a change of course or action for the organization (Hernes & Irgens, 2012). This argument is based on the study by Weick (1996), who determines that “When people equate learning with change, they strip the learning process of much of the constancy, continuity, and focus that are necessary for adaption” (Weick, 1996 p.738). Hence, according to Hernes and Irgens (2012), organizational learning can occur during times of continuity and without implementing the new knowledge that has been created.

In short, organizational learning is a process that enables collaboration between organizational actors to improve the organization’s overall performance in, e.g., efficiency and effectiveness as well as new product development (Burton, Obel, & Håkonsson, 2015; Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014). According to Argote (2011), the first part of the organizational learning process is knowledge creation (Argote, 2011).

2.2. Knowledge creation theory

Before delving into the discussion of knowledge creation, it is important to define knowledge as a construct. Knowledge is defined by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) as the “justified true belief” that enables
the organization’s capacity for effective action. According to Nonaka and Takeuchi, the concept of knowledge can be divided into a tacit dimension and an explicit dimension. The explicit dimension refers to knowledge that, e.g., can be articulated orally, communicated in documents, and stored in databases. The tacit dimension refers to the experience, thinking and feeling of the individual. These can, e.g., relate to technical know-how and skills that are context-dependent. To complement the tacit and explicit dimensions of knowledge, Choo (1998) introduces a third dimension: cultural knowledge. This dimension relates to “the assumptions and beliefs that are used to describe, and explain, reality, as well as the conventions and expectations that are used to assign value and significance to new information” (Choo, 1998). According to Choo, cultural knowledge diffuses and develops over time, depending on the ties and relationships that constitute a group or organization. In line with the cultural dimension of knowledge, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) argue that knowledge can exist on an individual level and on a social level (collective knowledge). The link between individual knowledge and social knowledge may be guided by elements of cultural knowledge in the organization as the individuals communicate and negotiate meaning in their daily work. In addition, Brix (2014) introduces a dynamic view of knowledge in innovation and development projects. By using the SOLO Taxonomy (Biggs & Tang, 2009), Brix demonstrates that knowledge can exist on many levels. There is, e.g., a large difference between identifying a car and driving it safely from a to b. However, the process of learning to drive a car involves knowledge creation on many levels, e.g., the cognitive skills of knowing how and a coordination of the large motor skills of doing. This leads to the discussion of knowledge creation.

According to Lyles (2014), “Firms can create it [knowledge] internally through their R & D or through generating new ways of handing situations. Also, firms can acquire knowledge from external sources such as hiring new employees who have worked for competitors or from industrial networks which allow the firm to be in direct contact with advanced knowledge of other firms” (Lyles, 2014). Consequently, knowledge creation represents the process of enabling people to create new insights such as eureka moments or additional or alternative views on existing knowledge (Brix, 2014). This process can be executed deliberately and mindfully by following concrete methodologies and/or creative processes, and the process can be goal-free or goal-driven (Kao, Wu, & Su, 2011). In addition, the process can occur less mindfully, e.g., by waiting for new opportunities to emerge, relying on serendipity (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2006). When people become aware of the new or the altered knowledge, they can start codifying and developing it such that the “justified true belief” becomes less uncertain and more structured (O’Connor & Rice, 2013; Von Krogh et al., 2012). This initial process enables the knowledge to be placed into organizational repositories, and therefore, it facilitates retention, new alterations and transfer – a process that is frequently related to as organizational learning (Argote, 2012).

In short, knowledge creation represents a focus on the content of the knowledge that has been and is being created. It concerns how different types of knowledge can be created individually and collectively through different social and cognitive processes of action and interaction (Brix, 2014; Lyles, 2014; Nonaka et al., 2014).

2.3. Linking organizational learning and knowledge creation theories

Hitherto, I have used the review to establish brief interpretations of organizational learning and knowledge creation. Table 1 suggests that the knowledge creation process initiates at the individual level with personal knowledge being generated via a sensemaking process (e.g., Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Nonaka, 1994; Weick, 1995a). When the individual uses his/her personal knowledge to interact with other individuals, they have to absorb this knowledge and make sense of it (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). This interaction represents both a process of sensemaking and sensegiving (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). Through interpersonal interaction, collective knowledge is created as a collective sensemaking process in which the personal knowledge of all interacting individuals is used to negotiate meaning as a knowledge conversion process (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). At this level, organizational learning has not occurred because the new personal and collective knowledge has not been documented or implemented in organizational repositories with the purpose of creating renewal (Argote, 2012; Crossan & Berdrow, 2003; Crossan et al., 1999; Jensen, Johnson, Lorenz, & Lundvall, 2007).

Therefore, I argue, that it is possible to study the two phenomena, knowledge creation and organizational learning, as both separated and connected entities. The enabling activities that support the creation of the different types of knowledge illustrated in Table 1 is explained by relying on the four micro-processes from Crossan et al.’s (1999) organizational learning framework. I claim that intuiting and interpreting processes create individual knowledge, interpreting and integrating new knowledge create group/team knowledge, and integrating and institutionalizing new knowledge create organizational knowledge and, consequently the foundation for organizational learning to occur (Crossan et al., 1999, 2011). This division of learning and knowledge creation on different levels of aggregation also establish that organizational learning is not guaranteed merely because the organization’s members create new knowledge and consequently get more knowledgeable (see, e.g., Brusoni & Rosenkranz, 2014; Jensen et al., 2007). Hence, I echo the studies of Crossan et al. (2011) and Brix (2014) claiming that knowledge is created through a learning process, and that the same knowledge influences the learning occurring on different levels of aggregation.

2.3.1. An integrative framework for organizational learning and knowledge creation

In the following, I build on the review above to provide arguments for how and why the organizational learning and knowledge creation literatures are both connected and disconnected. Fig. 1 illustrates how organizational learning can occur in a given context in which (strategic) renewal is on the agenda.

According to Crossan et al. (1999), Crossan and Berdrow (2003) and Burton et al. (2015), it is important to understand how the organization as context enables (or disables) the process for (strategic) renewal. The importance of the context (the ba) is also stressed by knowledge creation scholars as a highly influential aspect, which may not be forgotten in the search for development or innovation (Nonaka et al., 2014; Von Krogh et al., 2000). To exemplify the necessity of the context, both streams of literature state that the top management has to create an enabling context that incentivizes employees to initiate the organizational learning/knowledge creating process by sharing and making the newly created knowledge accessible for others so that it can become embedded in the cultural and collective knowledge of the organization (see also Burton et al., 2015; Curado, 2006). This argument is based on, e.g., how the leadership style and incentive structure foster or hamper knowledge creation and the “exchange behavior” of knowledge among group/team members, and between team members and decision makers (Nonaka et al., 2006; Peronard & Brix, in press). In line with this proposal, Jakobsen (2015) argue that a clear strategic focus is important for both the organizational level and the micro-levels (the ba) in which the individual and/or the group/team operate. Jakobsen stresses that a clear focus influences the actions and behaviors of employees and managers so that they are attuned to the level of ambition and change that is expected from new projects.

This context for strategic renewal is dependent on the existing organizational knowledge. Organizational knowledge influences both the individual person as a knowledge creator and the group/team of individuals in their collective knowledge creation and conversion processes. Therefore, it is important to study not only the process of knowledge creation but also how the existing organizational knowledge such as work tasks, rules, and heuristics influence the knowledge
creation behavior occurring (Argote, 2012; Crossan & Berdrow, 2003; Nonaka et al., 2006).

Fig. 1 also establishes how individual knowledge creation stimulates group/team knowledge creation, and vice versa. In the group/team knowledge creation context, it is important to understand how knowledge is created and converted as an iterative process into knowledge for (strategic) renewal that can be diffused to the relevant decision maker(s) (Nonaka, 1994). According to Fig. 1, organizational learning first occurs when a decision on the knowledge for strategic renewal is made. This decision can be divided into three categories: 1) a decision not to use the new knowledge, 2) a decision to ask the group/team to rework and improve the new knowledge, or 3) a decision to use the new knowledge and implement it as a new or changed part of organizational knowledge. The formal decision to use, to rework or not to use the new knowledge in the organization is dependent on the organization’s preparedness to proactively absorb the new knowledge for strategic renewal (see Crossan & Berdrow, 2003). Alternatively, it is dependent on the ability of the decision makers to evaluate whether the use of the new knowledge will leave the organization or its products/services in an inferior situation compared to existing activities (Hernes & Irgens, 2012).

According to the integrative framework, I propose that the overlooked link (Lyles, 2014) between knowledge creation and organizational learning theories may be the deliberate process of refining new knowledge so that it fits the organization and its strategy for exploration and exploitation (Burton et al., 2015; Curado, 2006; Kao et al., 2011; March, 1991). This process of refinement is what Nonaka and von Krogh (2009) refer to as organizational knowledge creation, in which newly created knowledge is promoted in the organization among its members and in which the new knowledge is selectively connected to existing knowledge in the organization. Nonaka et al. (2006) argue that organizational knowledge creation is “the process of making available and amplifying knowledge created by individuals as well as crystalizing and connecting it to an organization’s knowledge system” (Nonaka et al., 2006, p.1179). A similar underlying process is institutionalizing in the

---

**Table 1**

Types and levels of knowledge.

Source: Author’s development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit of Analysis</th>
<th>Types of Knowledge</th>
<th>Comment(s)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Personal knowledge (Created as a process</td>
<td>Knowledge is created by the individual using his/her educational, vocational and</td>
<td>Cohen and Levinthal (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of intuiting and interpreting)</td>
<td>avocational backgrounds and experiences. Learning is cumulative building on</td>
<td>Crossan et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>existing knowledge and hence more difficult in novel domains. “How can I know</td>
<td>Nonaka (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>what I mean until I see what I say”</td>
<td>Weick (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brix (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group/team</td>
<td>Collective knowledge (Created as a process</td>
<td>Knowledge is created and converged as a ‘negotiation of meaning’ as well as</td>
<td>Crossan et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of interpreting and integrating)</td>
<td>collective sensemaking and sensegiving processes between individuals. “How can</td>
<td>Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>we know what we mean until we see what we say”</td>
<td>Weick (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonaka and von Krogh (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>Organizational knowledge (Created as a</td>
<td>Knowledge must be documented and/or used as part of the organization’s</td>
<td>Weick (1995a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>process of integrating and institutionalizing)</td>
<td>intellectual capital, e.g. in work processes, routines and in IPR-related</td>
<td>Crossan et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>documents. Knowledge is embedded in the organization’s culture and it is</td>
<td>Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>collective (or available e.g. via transactive memory systems). People know</td>
<td>Weick (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>how to act and react to certain situations, and most often also why their</td>
<td>Nonaka and von Krogh (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>response to the situation is appropriate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 1. Integrative framework for Organizational Learning and Knowledge Creation.

Source: Author’s development.
organizational learning literature (Crossan et al., 1999; Crossan & Berdrow, 2003). Crossan, Lane and White argue that institutionalizing is "(...) the process of embedding learning that has occurred by individuals and groups into the organization, and it includes systems, structures, procedures, and strategy" (Crossan et al., 1999).

Hence, by comparing the two definitions from each stream of literature, it is argued that there exists a common ground between knowledge creation and organizational learning theories since both streams agree on the process of making individual and group/team knowledge organizational. However, the discussion of the framework also leads to a bold claim concerning empirical studies of organizational learning. Studies that represent a fragmented picture of an organizational learning process do not represent the study of organizational learning; they represent the study of knowledge creation. Hence, unless a decision is made on a formal organizational level with regard to the newly created knowledge, these studies are not to be labelled with the keyword of organizational learning. Although my claim is bold; it strongly resonates with the arguments of Crossan and Berdrow (2003), Felin and Hesterly (2007), and Lyles (2014); who emphasize the importance of reporting on full stories of innovation and organizational learning in the creation and development of robust theories. Hence; the integration of the organizational learning and knowledge creation theories in Fig. 1 can represent a theoretical contribution since it provides researchers with a tool for structuring and analyzing empirical data from full-scale innovation and learning projects. The framework clearly distinguishes and integrates knowledge creation and organizational learning as two different processes that occur in an organizational context. In this context; knowledge creation is an iterative individual and group/team activity that relates to the creation of content. Organizational learning is a process that enables the dissemination – and potential re-creation – of new knowledge in the same context. Combined; the systemic view of context; content and process can make established organizations continuously relevant since these perspectives can explain the what; the where; the how and the why of strategic renewal (Huber, 2011). A working definition that can be used to unite and study the two theoretical constructs can be: Organizational learning is the process of creating new knowledge for strategic renewal and disseminating it to where it is relevant so that it can be used, reworked or rejected. An important part of this working definition is the deliberate focus on the decision to reject the use of new knowledge because it also represents a key process in organizational learning (Hermes & Irgens, 2012; Weick, 1996). A final note regarding the creation of the integrative framework is that I have deliberately placed brackets around the word “strategic” because not all projects that seek renewal are necessarily “strategic”. Additionally; because I do not wish to delimit the potential use of the framework to explain the search for small-scale improvements. Having built an integrated framework for organizational learning and knowledge creation; I proceed to present the study’s methodology.

3. Case study methodology

I acted as participant observer in an innovation project in a public service organization, from the definition of the purpose of the project to the implementation of new initiatives. The justification for utilizing an innovation project as empirical evidence to study knowledge creation and organizational learning is based on the argument that innovation requires the creation of new knowledge and its use in practice (OECD, 2005). The focus of the innovation project was directed at creating new opportunities and developing them, with the ambition of presenting input for strategic renewal for the organization’s top management team. The ambition of the public service organization’s approach to innovation corresponds to Crossan et al.’s (1999) core definition of organizational learning and Nonaka’s (1994) and Nonaka and von Krogh’s (2009) definitions of knowledge creation. This correspondence makes the case selection relevant for this study (Antonacopoulou, 2007; Lyles, 2014; Rosenkopf & McGrath, 2011).

3.1. The innovation project

The innovation project studied was initiated by the Division of Education Management (DEM) in the Municipality of Ikast-Brande in Central Region Denmark. The municipality had previous experience with small-scale development projects aiming at a two-to-three percent performance increase per year. Because of increased costs and stagnant tax revenue, politicians and the top management team had to initiate projects with higher levels of ambition to seek strategic renewal for the public services provided to citizens. The purpose of the innovation project was “to increase the learning capacity among the children and adolescents in the municipality by 20 per cent so that they become better prepared for the future requirements of increased knowledge and skills on the labor market”. The goal of the project was to use human resources more efficiently and to rethink how new educational environments could support the project’s purpose. Since the municipality did not have prior experience with an innovation project with this type and amount of uncertainty, it decided to contract with an external consultancy [the Danish Technological Institute’s Center for Ideas and Innovation] to help it guide and facilitate the innovation process.

3.2. The participatory research process

The case study is based on longitudinal participatory data. Table 2 represents the timeline for the project and the key activities in the project. I was allowed to follow the external consultancy as a participant observer, from the project formulation (and reformulation) in March and April 2012 to the final presentation of the 14 business model designs to the top management team in January 2013. I waited two months to collect post-project data in March 2013 with the members of the innovation team.

In September 2014, I collected interview data with the CEO and the management team that were responsible for the innovation project. The purpose of the time-lag (Guest, 2011) between the post-project interviews was to allow the institutionalized knowledge to become part of the cultural knowledge for the organizational members (Choo, 1998). The findings from the participatory inquiry led to many insights concerning organizational learning and knowledge creation for the organization. I presented these insights at a seminar for the organization’s members.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Key activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April-May 2012</td>
<td>Project definition and contracting between DEM and the external consultancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2012</td>
<td>The innovation project is started up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2012</td>
<td>Idea generation workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2012</td>
<td>Opportunity recognition workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2012</td>
<td>Business model prototyping workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2012</td>
<td>Presentation of 14 concepts to the steering committee and their feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2013</td>
<td>Presentation of 14 concepts to the City Council (decision-making)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2013</td>
<td>No research-secure time-lag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2013</td>
<td>Post-project interview with the innovation team members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2013</td>
<td>First reporting to the DEM by the researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2013-August 2014</td>
<td>No research-secure time-lag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2014</td>
<td>Second round of post-project interview with the Top Management Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2014-October 2015</td>
<td>Final seminar for Top Management Team and Innovation Project Managers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
top management team and the innovation project manager in November 2015.

Table 3 presents the time that I used on different activities when collecting data as well as the data sources and the amount of data to which I gained access. The data sources represent field notes – both electronic and paper notes such as drawings, spreadsheet data, and written text. The data sources also include interview transcripts, status reports, photos, and audio and video files. I also gained access to the content of the idea management system that was utilized in the project.

Finally, I obtained a copy of the decision-making reports from the DEM management team. This data material enabled me to report on the explicit knowledge that was created and used throughout the innovation project. Moreover, the data allowed me to report on the tacit dimension of knowledge creation since I could document the actions and behaviors of the innovation team and the top management team as the innovation project progressed (Crossan & Berdrow, 2003; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009).

The main value of my participatory research strategy is that it enables me to utilize multiple sources of data to extend the incumbent knowledge and to identify new areas of inquiry for research (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007; Crossan & Apaydin, 2010; Langley, 1999). The units of analysis are 1) the knowledge-creating behaviors of the innovation team members and 2) the institutionalizing behavior of the decision makers.

### 3.3. Data analysis and theory extension

Inspired by the work of Danneels (2002), I use the extended case method to integrate and synthesize my data with existing bodies of work. Therefore, my research objective is not to build a new theory – rather, it is to consolidate and develop what has already been done (Burawoy, 1998). In practice, I followed Danneels (2002) to structure and analyze my data. I read through my field notes, the interview transcripts and the project-related documents such as project reports, decision reports and idea management system data. The purpose of this work was to identify patterns and themes that could represent small interesting stories and insights (Langley, 1999). In this process, I created analytical notes containing pieces of new insight that were relevant or may have been relevant to further investigate. When I could not find more insights, I presented the analytical notes to members of my research group, which I did to gain inspiration – and to discuss with them, if the empirical evidence could be relevant to utilize within the context of organizational learning and knowledge creation theory. My colleagues assisted me in combining these analytical notes into conceptual groups that could be relevant in this/theoretical context(s). After getting their help, I reviewed the empirical evidence once again pertaining to these groups. Based on this work I developed eight empirically-driven propositions. I used the propositions to search for existing theories within organizational learning and knowledge creation which could be extended, complemented or questioned. It was in this process that I outlined the content and contributions that are presented in this manuscript. The propositions and their potential relationship with the extant theory was strengthened by obtaining collegial feedback after having presented my work in progress to two research groups at other universities. The purpose of these presentations was to increase the robustness and credibility of my analysis, the empirical findings and the contributions of my study (Burawoy, 1998; Danneels, 2002; Eisenhardt, 1989). Since there are many different views and opinions about what constitutes a decent proposition I wish to clarify my thoughts concerning developing these. First, I develop propositions and not hypotheses, so the testability argument is not a methodological requirement in an explorative study like this (Eisenhardt, 1989). Second, according to Weick (1995b) an empirical article exploring and describing novel phenomena – like this one – can represent an ‘interim struggle’ which can help scholars to develop more comprehensive theories in the future. Therefore, if my propositions were reduced to “if – so” statements or alike, then both the value of my qualitative research approach would be decreased and the opportunity for future theorizing would be weakened (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007). Instead, my wish with the developed propositions is to make awareness of the complex situations I observed as being non-obvious during my study, so other scholars will get the opportunity to further study and thus refine the propositions – perhaps into concrete, testable explanations (Corley & Gioia, 2011).

### 4. Findings

I structure the findings by using the integrative framework developed in Fig. 1. Therefore, I begin this section by briefly explaining the Municipality of Ikast-Brande and the DEM as the context for strategic renewal. Thereafter, I describe how the organizational knowledge influenced the team members throughout the project. Then, I present different situations for individual knowledge creation and group/team knowledge creation. Hereafter, I explain how and why the decision makers decided to either use or not to use the new knowledge with which they were presented. Throughout the presentation of the findings, I build 8 propositions that are used in the discussion and implications section below. Finally, I conclude the findings section with my refections on the advantages and disadvantages of applying the integrative framework as theoretical lens.

#### 4.1. The context for strategic renewal (organizational learning)

On a strategic level, the Municipality of Ikast-Brande is a unique public service organization since it is one of the few Danish municipalities that has been allowed to act as an “Entrepreneurial Municipality” [in Danish: Mental Frikkommune]. In practice, this entails that the municipality is allowed to conduct strategic pilot studies that are radically new compared to the traditional method of providing public service to citizens. On a tactical level, the top management team spent two months (March–April 2012) on defining, redefining and designing the innovation project. First, a steering committee was created by upper level managers to act as the overall authority over the innovation project. Then, the steering committee and the top management team defined and redefined the purpose and the goal of the project according to the Municipality’s entrepreneurial strategy. An innovation team was assembled by employees from the DEM who found participation in the innovation project to be interesting. Thereafter, an
external consultancy with experience in innovation management was contracted to lead the innovation project. When the formal definition of the purpose and goal of the innovation project had been established, the top management informed the innovation team and the consultancy of its ambitions for strategic renewal. To motivate the innovation team and to show support for the work with knowledge creation, the top management team was present at formal workshops, and it was positive in relation to the project during the process to incentivize. A date was set for the preliminary presentation of new knowledge to the steering committee, and a date two months later was planned to present the new knowledge to the City Council. In August 2012, the innovation project commenced.

4.2. Organizational knowledge

As part of my participatory research strategy, I observed that the employees in the innovation team began to change their attitude towards both new ideas and the current manner in which they performed their jobs during the process of opportunity recognition. It seemed that the organizational knowledge had less influence on the opinions and attitudes of the innovation team members as the project progressed. Since I did not want to influence the innovation team and make them aware of the emerging change in attitude and behavior, I waited to confront them with the anomaly in the post-project interviews in March 2013. During these interviews, the anomaly was acknowledged by the team members. One team member said, “Our behavior in the team has changed because we have learned from the innovation process that it does not ‘hurt’ to play with different ideas and thought experiments and try to create new knowledge based on them. The innovation project has caused me – and my fellow team members – to explore new ideas and opportunities more than we ever have before. And that is nice...!” Another team member exemplified his considerations concerning the change of attitude over time: “By being forced to work appreciatively with the good things we do and trying to consider whether we could do something with even more effect was a gift to us because we actually started to discuss and consider the output of completing or participating in different activities. This simple questioning of our everyday activities and the fact that the external consultants did not accept a quick answer for ‘the truth’ actually made us realize that things could be drastically reconsidered.” The same opinion is echoed by another team member; she said, “Yes, my attitude towards the job has changed during the innovation project: Today, I am not embarrassed to say out loud that our profession is to take care of children and nothing else. – However, I use this bold statement to create a burning platform for my colleagues so that they can realize that they need to rethink their own way of performing their jobs as pedagogues. In other words, I try to directly and indirectly force them to think of the specific learning outcome that can potentially be gained by the children when they are participating in the given activity!” The line of examples and arguments presented here explains the causal relationship between the aspect of time and the team members’ perception of organizational knowledge in relation to the innovation project. Based on this explanation, I build the following propositions in relation to organizational knowledge.

Proposition 1. Organizational knowledge has a larger influence on team members’ perception of the value of new ideas at the beginning of an innovation project compared to the subsequent stages of it.

Proposition 2. Organizational knowledge has a larger effect on team members’ perception of the correctness of the manner in which they perform their work tasks at the beginning of an innovation project compared to the subsequent stages of it.

4.3. Individual and group/team knowledge creation

For the Municipality of Ikast-Brande and its DEM, the innovation project led to the creation of a large amount of new knowledge that was documented in an idea management system by the innovation team and the external consultants. Fig. 2 provides an overview of the knowledge that was created in the innovation project.

After the purpose and goal of the innovation project were determined and the project was initiated, the innovation team ran a co-creation workshop with 20 participants who were all direct or indirect stakeholders in the project. The workshop resulted in 443 ideas that, in practice, were represented by short sentences on yellow post-it notes. These ideas were entered into the idea management system. After the workshop, the team members were instructed by the external consultant to access the idea management system and scale/rank the 443 ideas according to their own perception of the “potential and relevancy of the idea according to the innovation project’s purpose and goal”. When the innovation team had completed this task, it was summed to a two-day “opportunity recognition” workshop. This workshop led to the recognition of 86 opportunities that were represented by 1) a headline and 2) a brief description of the content and context for the opportunity – including the explicit assumptions. At the end of this workshop, the team members were asked to individually choose the opportunities that they found the most interesting and to take individual responsibility for the further development of these ideas. Status meetings or co-development meetings were arranged by the external consultants every second week to secure progress in the project. The iterative process of working alone and working in the team on opportunity development led to the creation of 33 concepts. A total of 14 out of 33 concepts were selected to be developed into business model designs by the team members. These 14 business model designs were first presented to the steering committee and subsequently to the City Council. Within the years 2013 and 2014, the decision makers decided to use 6 of the 14 business model designs.2 The interactions among the team members and between the team members and the external consultants during the knowledge creation processes explained above led to many interesting insights. These are presented in the following two sections: 1) insights from the first team meeting and 2) insights from the opportunity recognition workshop (Picture 1).

2 An important note regarding the study is that the Danish Government decided to create a new reform of the national Danish school system during the innovation project. Major changes that led to high degrees of uncertainty for everyone in the school system were announced, which may have influenced the decisions that were made concerning the project, concerning both the time used in decision making and the six business model designs that were used.
4.3.1. Insights from the first team meeting

During the first team meeting, it came to my attention that the team members began to negotiate meaning in regard to the purpose and goal of the innovation project. This was done after the project’s purpose and goal had been presented to the team by the steering committee. During small talk, the team members were positive about being part of the innovation team, but they were also skeptical with regard to whether they could actually create ideas that could potentially have a large impact on the organization. This small talk led to an extensive negotiation of meaning in regard to the purpose and goal of the project. The process of the negotiation of meaning is outlined in the following:

One project member told the other team members that his interpretation of the project was (…). Then, another team member said that she had a different opinion about the project, being (…). Thereafter, a third team member said that she found it to be a mix of the first team member’s interpretation and her own opinion. This pattern of interaction continued among the team members, and the external consultant took over and said that the strategic ambition of the project was (…). This interaction led to a new iteration among the team members that combined the project’s strategic ambition and each others’ insights into a united understanding of where they were going with the project. Hence, the team negotiated meaning in regard to the project, and team members used their individual interpretations to inform other team members about their personal sense-making of the project. The team members then used this personal sensemaking as leverage to frame the project as a sensegiving approach to each other. In this context, it is interesting to observe how team members get used to converting their personal knowledge into the collective group/team knowledge. I documented four types of dialogue: 1) convergent dialogue, 2) divergent dialogue, 3) flow dialogue, and 4) rejection dialogue. Convergent dialogue occurs when the team members treat two ideas as one opportunity because they are similar. Divergent dialogue is performed when one idea is divided into two different opportunities by the team members because they define important differences in, e.g., the context or level of strategic ambition. Flow dialogue represents the interactions among the team members when they complement and build on each others’ ideas. Finally, rejection dialogue occurs when the team members decide that the idea is not sufficiently interesting to pursue. During the different types of dialogue, I observed that the team members frequently utilized two different strategies in their sense-making approaches: opinion-driven meaning negotiation or experience-driven meaning negotiation. This insight emerged during the workshop because the external consultant (or other team members) asked a person “why” s/he had a particular interpretation of an idea. The opportunity recognition was to be entered into the idea management system by his colleague. The workshop began at 2:05 pm with the presentation of the first idea, and the team worked on opportunity recognition until 10:15 p.m. By the end of the first day of the workshop, the team had recognized 29 opportunities that were relevant for the purpose and goal of the innovation project. During these eight hours, the team went through multiple processes and iterations of “negotiation of meaning”. Without the external consultants and the team members being aware of what I was doing, I timed the opportunity recognition processes of each of the ideas. See Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 illustrates interesting perspectives for the study of team knowledge creation. It took the team 35 min to recognize the first opportunity when the external consultant read aloud the top-ranking idea in the idea management system. Once again, the team began to negotiate meaning in regard to the purpose and goal of the innovation project, and team members used sensemaking and sensegiving approaches to agree on a common frame of reference. The time used on opportunity recognition for the next two ideas accounted for 17 min each, which represented almost half as much time compared to the first idea. Here, the framing that had been developed during the recognition of the first opportunity was used to discuss and make sense of the new ideas. This leads to the following proposition:

**Proposition 4.** The time spent on opportunity recognition decreases as team members get used to converting their personal knowledge into group/team collective knowledge.

During opportunity recognition, the team members engaged in different types of dialogue as part of their sensemaking and sensegiving approaches to converting their individual knowledge into collective knowledge. I documented four types of dialogue: 1) convergent dialogue, 2) divergent dialogue, 3) flow dialogue, and 4) rejection dialogue. Convergent dialogue occurs when the team members treat two ideas as one opportunity because they are similar. Divergent dialogue is performed when one idea is divided into two different opportunities by the team members because they define important differences in, e.g., the context or level of strategic ambition. Flow dialogue represents the interactions among the team members when they complement and build on each others’ ideas. Finally, rejection dialogue occurs when the team members decide that the idea is not sufficiently interesting to pursue. During the different types of dialogue, I observed that the team members frequently utilized two different strategies in their sense-making approaches: opinion-driven meaning negotiation or experience-driven meaning negotiation. This insight emerged during the workshop because the external consultant (or other team members) asked a person “why” s/he had a particular interpretation of an idea. The
answers to this question ranged from “I just think so—it is a gut feeling!” to “I saw it once in a previous job that I had!” As time went by and the team members became comfortable talking freely together, the knowledge conversion process was accelerated, and the team members utilized their personal knowledge to stimulate group/team discussions. Less time was spent on meaning negotiation as the day progressed (see, e.g., the difference between ideas 2–5 and 22–27), and less focus was directed at sensegiving among the team members. By the end of the day, the average time that was spent on each recognized opportunity had an approximate duration of 12 min. A calculation of the time that was spent on opportunity recognition during the second day of the workshop led to a total average time of 10 min. The second day also revealed a similar pattern of how less time was spent during the recognition of 39 opportunities. A total of 12 ideas were not used in the opportunity recognition process because within seconds the team agreed not to pursue them further. The empirical evidence presented above leads to the following propositions:

**Proposition 5.** *Group/team knowledge conversion processes are constituted by dialogue of* 1) *conversion, 2) diversion, 3) flow,* and 4) rejection or by a combination of these.

**Proposition 6.** *Group/team knowledge conversion is based on opinion-driven and/or experience-driven attitudes and behaviors.*

### 4.5. Knowledge for strategic renewal

The interaction between the team members and the external consultants led to the development of 14 business model designs that were presented to the project’s steering committee in December 2012. The steering committee was positive about the knowledge with which it was presented. Thereafter, the team and the external consultants used the idea management system to create an idea catalogue and a slide deck presentation of the business model designs. These documents were distributed at the formal presentation of the project’s findings to the City Council in January 2013. See Table 4 for a brief summary. Within a few months after the presentation to the City Council, the idea catalogue was published online on the municipality’s homepage, and the decisions made were announced as the results of the project ultimo
Table 4
Summary and status of the 14 business model designs.
Source: Author’s development – data from idea management system and interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“All day school”</td>
<td>The before and after school (BAS) institution is fully integrated with the elementary school</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From caretaking to learning</td>
<td>Linking BAS activities with the school curricula</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning via 3D prototyping</td>
<td>The BAS institutions PCs are not only used for playing games; also for simple programming</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID badge for children to locate them when playing outside</td>
<td>Less time spend on locating children playing outside the BAS premises provides more time to develop learning activities</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint activities with local clubs and associations</td>
<td>Inviting local sport clubs and associations to arrange activities for the children provides insight about new hobbies and fun exercise</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogues help in the primary school</td>
<td>Pedagogues become part of the primary school as teachers and facilitators of good social behavior and interactions</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The BAS institutions as elementary school</td>
<td>The BAS institutions are responsible for linking all activities such as sports, education and play to the curricula in close collaboration with the teachers</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitions as creative capability building</td>
<td>It is possible to compete in almost everything; competitions can be used as valuable lessons for young children</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing as learning</td>
<td>The children’s interests and hobbies are used to learn new things and be aware of the knowledge in use</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in mandatory themes</td>
<td>All children have to select a certain theme to work on in the BAS institution, exercise and play among the children</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor pedagogics</td>
<td>Focus is on using outdoor areas to increase the activity level and motivation for exercise and play among the children</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Entrepreneurial BAS institution</td>
<td>Local enterprises invite children to company visits and get the children’s views on the company and its products</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on the pre-teenage children</td>
<td>Create specific BAS institution that focuses on this group of children and their interests</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on life-proficiency</td>
<td>Include the children in e.g. cooking, cleaning and recycling activities in the daily work</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Not implemented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2013.

Interestingly, not all of the knowledge for strategic renewal created by the team represented business cases that could lead to the realization of the purpose and goal of the innovation project. As demonstrated in Table 4, the decision makers mostly decided to implement the knowledge created that had medium potential for strategic renewal. Only one business model design with high potential was implemented. During the post-project interview with the Chief Operational Officer in October 2014, I asked why the decision makers had mostly chosen to seek strategic renewal by using the knowledge from the business model designs with medium potential. He responded, “Well, the team presented some bad ideas. When I say bad ideas, I am referring to ideas that did not meet the strategic ambition of the innovation project. Having said this, I acknowledge that some of the ideas have potential, and I see the business case (…), but the actual decision to use the ideas in the departments is not my task – that responsibility lies with the head of that department!” He continued his line of reasoning: “The problem is – I guess – that some ideas that seem radical to one group of employees may seem incremental to others. Thus, we have started up a project with strategic renewal as our ambition, and now, the decision makers, are focusing on using the incremental ideas – perhaps because they find the ideas to be strategically important. Thus, we are currently working on an alignment of the employees’ and the line managers’ interpretation of ‘innovation for strategic renewal’ for future projects!” The same view on the non-alignment of interpretation among the employees concerning “what innovation for strategic renewal is” was highlighted by a member of the top management team in the same round of post-project interviews in October 2014. She said, “I just interviewed three managers on different operational levels in our municipality. The subject was innovation. When I went out to conduct the interviews, I was certain that their thoughts and opinions on innovation were similar to mine: Innovation requires methods, processes and collaboration across disciplines – and high ambitions. I must admit that I was wrong. Our interpretations of innovation and strategic renewal were not aligned!” Hence, a clear link between the purpose and goal of the innovation project was not made clear to the managers with decision-making authority. These insights lead to following propositions:

Proposition 7. If organizational members have not aligned their interpretations of “ideas for strategic renewal”, then the project will provide decision makers with ideas that have low, medium and high levels of ambition according to the strategized purpose and goal.

Proposition 8. If decision makers on different levels in the organization have dissimilar interpretations of “ideas for strategic renewal”, then they will not decide to use the most ambitious ideas according to the innovation project’s purpose and goal.

The decision makers offered an interesting perspective on propositions 7 and 8 during the seminar that I arranged in November 2015. Their explanation represents a dynamic perspective on the decision to use or not to use the newly created knowledge. One decision maker stated that “The decision to use our scarce resources on creating a pilot study based on a radical idea is not easy; some of the radical ideas that were presented cannot be measured because we do not know what to measure. On the other hand, I am sure that, although an idea is not initiated as a new project immediately, the idea may be used for subsequent purposes in another context or in another project. Thus, merely because we do not explore the concept any further or exploit the potential instantly does not mean that the idea is never going to be used!” This attitude was acknowledged by the other participants in the seminar, which supports the dynamic perspective on the aspects of knowledge, uncertainty and time.

4.6. Reflections on the framework as empirical lens

The use of my framework as theoretical lens has made me aware of following advantages and disadvantages pertaining to the use of it. An advantage of relying on the integrative framework is that it enables me to report on a full story of innovation (Crossan & Berdrow, 2003; Felin & Hesterly, 2007; Lyles, 2014). This is argued, since I would not be able to study both the content (the knowledge created) and the process (the interaction between the team members and the behavior of the decision makers) if I relied on one of these theories in its purest form. Another advantage concerning the use of the integrated model is that it enabled me to establish that there is a lot of individual and group/team knowledge creation occurring in organizations, that is not disseminated to decision makers to make possible organizational learning. This is argued since the team members in the Ikast-Brande case recognized many ideas and elaborated these to 33 concepts, but only 14 of these
were developed into business model designs that were reported to the decision makers.

A disadvantage of utilizing the integrative framework in the short form of an academic manuscript is that it requires the researcher to report on data in relation to both context, content and process. It is a delicate process to present data that make sense for the reader so it is both understandable as well as robust and convincing enough to make a clear case for new theoretical advances. My way of handling this issue has been to follow the recommendations of Corley and Gioia (2011) and therefore report on the non-obvious data that my integrative framework facilitated in identifying.

5. Discussion & implications

I utilize the content of the “organizational learning and knowledge creation” framework to structure the discussion while relating the findings to the reviewed literature on organizational learning and knowledge creation (cf. Danneels, 2002; Rosenkopf & McGrath, 2011). Moreover, the discussion claims how the empirical data can be used to illustrate the framework’s theoretical contribution to the call for research on the link between organizational learning and knowledge creation by Crossan and Berdrow (2003), Easterby-Smith and Lyles (2014).

5.1. The context for strategic renewal (organizational learning)

My fieldwork helped me determine that the top management team in the Municipality of Ikast-Brande gave importance on considering how knowledge from the project-led learning was to be disseminated to both the administrative and political decision makers so that the new knowledge had a better chance of being adopted and used (see Brady & Davies, 2004). For example, the top management had planned a final review meeting with the project’s steering committee for the team to make a preliminary presentation of the 14 business model designs so that the team could obtain feedback before the official presentation to the City Council. Moreover, the top management team followed the recommendations of Lyles (2014) and spent many hours and held numerous meetings to formulate and reformulate “the right question” for the innovation project. It also received criticism and feedback from the external consultancy on the project’s definition in relation to the strategized purpose and goal. Hence, an effort was made to avoid ‘type III errors’ (Lyles, 2014) that represent projects that are initiated too quickly with the wrong focus. The findings at this level indicate that the case organization considered the importance of the leadership’s role in the project. This point is argued because important issues of organizational design were used to plan and facilitate the move from exploration to exploitation and the managerial focus was on incentivizing the team members so that they became motivated to create the foundation for change (Burton et al., 2015; Curado, 2006; March, 1991; Crossan et al., 2011). Hence, my study determines that the Municipality of Ikast-Brande’s pre-project work in planning and formulating its ambitious innovation project was executed reasonably, since they worked dedicated on preparing the context for strategic renewal for the new innovation project. Interestingly, I found at the first team meeting that the team members had their own interpretation of the project’s level of ambition. In this setting, I observed that the top-down initiated innovation project underwent a “negotiation of meaning” process among the team members as they attempted to make collective sense of the work that they were to commence (Weick, 1996, 2012). See proposition 3. It was the external consultant who had to remind the team members of the top management’s version of the project’s purpose, goal and level of ambition. The consultant facilitated the project-related context and process, which enabled the team members to mentally adjust their actions and behaviors to create knowledge that aspired to meet the strategized purpose and goal of the project. This meaning negotiation in the team demonstrates the importance of both giving a mandate to create new concepts and providing the correct skills for the process (Brix, 2015; O’Connor, 2008). If the team’s collective sensemaking process was not facilitated by the external consultant, then the team may have delivered project results that were non-aligned with the project’s purpose and goal because they were already incrementizing the project’s level of ambition during the first hour of collaboration. When relating this insight to my integrative framework, it demonstrates that just because the top management team’s ability to create a reasonable ‘context for strategic renewal’ and to define and set the boundaries for an ambitions innovation project is well executed, it does not imply that the team members’ interpretation of this work is in congruence. In other words, according to my integrative framework the process of the pre-project work was well executed by the top management team, but the top management team did no examine if the content (what had to be done) was interpreted correctly by the team when the project was commenced. This example illustrates the importance of studying not only the process (organizational learning) or the content (knowledge creation) of an innovation project but also the organization and the team setting as influential contexts. The combination of applying a context, a process and a content view on the data enabled me to attach importance to this insight – an insight that I have had for a long period of time but had not attached importance to before re-reading the field notes with the combined view in mind (Burawoy, 1998; Danneels, 2002).

5.2. Organizational knowledge

My study determines that the organizational knowledge influences the individuals and the team in the knowledge creation process. However, the influence was not constant, as I expected it to be. Propositions 1 and 2 both claim that organizational knowledge influences team members more at the beginning than in the subsequent stages of an innovation project. When relating this insight to my integrative framework it creates an interesting awareness: The influence of organizational knowledge is not constant, but rather dynamic and decreasing when taking a team member perspective. Hence, the findings indicate that when team members recognize opportunities, they are more biased by organizational knowledge than when they develop these opportunities into concepts and business model designs. Brix and Peters (2015) indicate that such changes in attitude may occur in an innovation team because the team members’ readiness for change increases during the exploratory project work. When comparing this insight to Weick (1995a) and Crossan et al. (2011) it might demonstrate that the team members are already – at least mentally – entertaining the innovation instead of seeing the organization’s existing work tasks and structures as ‘the correct way of doing things’. If this is the case, then propositions 1 and 2 lead to a fundamental question concerning the management of innovation that follows classical stage-gate and review systems: Why is the potential value of new ideas evaluated and judged early in the innovation process when innovation team members are less biased by organizational knowledge later in the innovation process? This perspective extends beyond Lyles’s (2014) focus on ‘asking the right question’. This I argue, because I could use the finding to develop a follow-up question to Lyles’s work: “Are team members selecting the right – or the easiest answer? Hence, if team members are less biased and influenced by organizational knowledge two or three months into a project, then it could be an interesting implication to allow them to complete a second round of opportunity recognition and to work on developing these ideas instead. The outcome of such a pilot study could be that more novel opportunities are recognized, which could lead to the development of business model designs with high – or even higher – strategic potential than the traditional approach. More research is needed to support this claim and to further develop propositions 1 and 2.
5.3. Individual & group/team knowledge creation

In the context of individual and group/team knowledge creation, I find indications that are relevant to how the individual team member acted and behaved in a group/team setting (the ba) and how the team collaborated to recognize new opportunities. The findings discussed here pertain to propositions 4, 5 and 6. In relation to proposition 4, I find that the time spent on recognizing new opportunities decreased as time went by. This phenomenon can represent a situational example of groupthink (Janis, 1982), which often carries negative connotations in innovation studies. However, the phenomenon identified here may represent a positive aspect. It may be that the opportunity recognition process becomes more effective because the team members become attuned to their different ways of making and giving sense to each other while explaining new ideas and discussing their importance to the project (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). Hence, I establish the following contribution concerning the effectiveness of knowledge creation processes when relating this insight to the literature on knowledge conversion: When members in innovation teams have collectively interpreted and converted a few ideas into collective knowledge and when they have integrated this knowledge to make it relevant to the purpose and goal of the innovation project, they automatically create a more effective process (Nonaka et al., 2006; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). This insight, based on proposition 4, also provides an empirical implication for the study of organizational learning according to the 4i framework of Crossan et al. (1999): Processes of having a team interpret new knowledge and integrate this new knowledge into the purpose and goal of an innovation project are accelerated as team members learn to work together on knowledge creation and knowledge conversion. This insight stresses that facilitators of learning, and not only barriers, occur when new knowledge is created between an individual team member and the other team members during opportunity recognition (Crossan et al., 2011). When relating this insight to my integrative framework, it illustrates another dynamic aspect worth noticing: When the individual team members collaborate on knowledge creation and knowledge conversion, their approaches to sensemaking and sensegiving is accelerated because they become faster in stimulating each other’s interpretation of the phenomena they are working with, and thus each other’s thought patterns (Crossan et al., 1999; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009).

Another line of empirical evidence that contributes new knowledge to the study of organizational learning and knowledge creation on this level of analysis relates to how team members interact during knowledge creation. The extant theory explains that sensemaking or sensegiving approaches are used to create new knowledge among individuals (Argote, 2011; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Weick, 2012). Based on propositions 5 and 6, I advance these approaches to sensemaking and sensegiving. This point is argued because I determine how team members working on opportunity recognition engage in sensemaking and sensegiving ‘types of dialogue’ in practice. The identification of the four types of dialogue, i.e., 1) conversion, 2) diversion, 3) flow, or 4) rejection (or a combination of these), advance the existing literature on the exact manner in which knowledge is identified, created and developed. Hence, according to the knowledge conversion literature (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009; Von Krogh et al., 2000), I identify four dialogue-based processes for how team members interact while creating and converting knowledge. In line with this advance, I find that team members utilize either opinion-driven or experience-driven attitudes and behaviors to negotiate meaning in relation to a new opportunity (proposition 6). This claim leads to an additional advance to research on knowledge creation (Brix, 2014; Rozenblit & Keil, 2002). This is argued because my study exemplifies how individual team members evaluate and justify the ‘truth’ of the opportunities that they recognize according to the purpose and goal of the innovation project (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Therefore, my study resonates with the argument by Nonaka and von Krogh (2009) that knowledge is regarded as a temporary truth: ‘Beliefs are true to the extent that they can be justified by the individual organizational member at certain moments and using various mental models’ (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009: p.639). Hence, knowledge that is created during opportunity recognition is regarded as a temporary truth until the team begins to select opportunities for further development and thus further knowledge creation. This resonates with the argument provided in my integrative model: It is the group/team that creates knowledge for (strategic) renewal. But the knowledge the team members create represent their version of the ‘truth’ and their perspectives on integrating the new knowledge from the innovation project to the organization and to the purpose and goal of the project. When disseminated, the decision makers decide if the knowledge has to be reworked, used or put on hold/rejected, so in this part of the process the ‘truth’ about the opportunity (and its potential) is challenged and most likely subject to change.

To the extent that propositions 5 and 6 can be related to the literature on opportunity recognition, an interesting anomaly emerges from the analysis: Entrepreneurial teams do not simply connect the dots between the market and technology. They negotiate meaning in regard to plural areas of application – and contents of application – before their knowledge is converted into a justified true belief and, hence, a new opportunity (Baron, 2006; George, Parida, Lahl, & Wincent, 2016). However, a further investigation of this anomaly is only relevant if it can be assumed that opportunity recognition occurs in a public service organization as it would in a private enterprise or in other entrepreneurial settings.

5.4. Knowledge for strategic renewal

Contributions can also be found in the knowledge for (strategic) renewal part of the framework. Here, two perspectives emerge. The first concerns the team members’ work on integrating the new knowledge into the purpose and goal of the project. The second perspective concerns the managerial approach to decision making, as proxied by the decision to use, to rework or not to use the new knowledge. First, the findings in proposition 7 reveal that some team members preferred to work on projects that were less uncertain and of lesser strategic ambition than expected by the top management. This is observable because the team members also developed business model designs that were of low and medium potential and not only of high potential. This tendency indicates that the initiation of an innovation project with high ambition for strategic renewal also leads to the creation of knowledge that is less ambitious but still relevant to the purpose and goal of the initiated project. This returns us to the discussion of sensemaking and sensegiving presented above (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991), in which the context (the ba) influences the justification of the truth and thus the potential value of the knowledge created (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). Consequently, I use this finding to echo the study by Brix and Peters (2015), who establish that a deliberate knowledge creation process in search of strategic renewal also determines knowledge that may lead to renewal on a non-strategic level. Concerning the literature on organizational learning, this multilevel outcome of an exploration process represents an empirical example that may lead back to the understanding of how the individual team member interprets and justifies new knowledge (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014). In relation to my integrative model, this tendency may determine that team members link the new knowledge in their integrating processes to the organization in a manner that is different from how a decision maker with more organizational knowledge would do it. This could be because of different views on what is experienced as being important (Crossan et al., 2011). For example, if people who are not trained – or educated in strategic management are asked to deliver on projects that have high strategic ambition, they may find it hard to develop ideas that break out of their own lifeworld, which may not take place on a strategic level in the organization. This is exemplified because the team members in the innovation project consisted of line managers, organizational consultants and front-end staffers who did not act on a strategic level on a daily
Based on proposition 8, my study echoes the importance of creating a mutual interpretation of the strategic ambition of an innovation project on all managerial levels so that line managers do not short circuit or incrementalize ideas with large ambitions (Burton et al., 2015; O’Connor, 2008). This is argued because the findings indicate that the top management’s pre-planning of the project had not considered the department head or the middle managers when defining and strategizing the project’s purpose and goal. A justification for this decision can be made by exemplifying that the decision makers only decided to use one business model design with high strategic potential – and five business model designs with medium potential. In the organizational learning literature, however, this is a known phenomenon. Crossan and Berdrow (2003) explain that “Even when ideas are well formulated in the exploration phase, they must not only compete with the well-established logic of exploitation; they must also compete with the investment, in both mindsets and assets, associated with exploitation” (Crossan & Berdrow, 2003; pp.1102–1103). The choice not to use the new knowledge can also be interpreted as an act of “organizational mindlessness”, in which decision makers automatically use the “solutions of yesterday” to “solve the problems of tomorrow” (Langer, 1989). Here, it is regarded as the decision-making routine of relying on strong business cases and the acceptance of projects with low uncertainty on middle management levels. A final perspective on this level of analysis supports my integrative view of organizational learning and knowledge creation. I propose that a re-integrating process is initiated in the minds of decision makers when the team presents them with knowledge for strategic renewal. Decision makers may see alternative couplings between the business model designs and the organizational knowledge compared to team members with less strategic insight (Crossan et al., 1999; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). Hence, the move from the team context to the organizational sphere alters the ‘truth’ about the knowledge, and therefore, alternative justifications are needed – or the knowledge needs to be re-created (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). This may be the reason why the decision makers decided to wait and not to use the new knowledge (O’Connor, 2008). Alternatively, in general, it may explain why innovation teams are frequently asked to rework their knowledge before a decision for use or non-use is made (Crossan et al., 2011; Lyles, 2014). To paraphrase the words of Weick (2012), “how can the team members know what decision makers think before the team members see what the decision makers say?”

5.5. Limitations

The study has at least four limitations. First, I acknowledge that full papers could be written about the specific topics that are presented in my study. However, my ambition is to share and make public the rare data and insights stemming from three and a half years as a participant researcher. I assert that this is a reasonable decision since scholars such as Corley and Gioia (2011) stress that it is important to focus not only on extending and revising what is known, if the data material provides evidence for something that is revelatory and non-obvious. Burawoy’s (1998) extended case method allows me to do both in the context of organizational learning and knowledge creation. Second, since it is ambitious to report on a full-scale innovation project in one manuscript, my contribution remains more exploratory and descriptive than explanatory. Therefore, the goal is not to test the validity of the new theoretical insights stemming from the case study or the use of my framework as theoretical lens. Third, I limit the literature review of organizational learning and knowledge creation to identifying the most important theoretical advances that are relevant for this study. For excellent literature reviews on organizational learning, see Huber (1991), Easterby-Smith, Crossan, and Nicolin (2000), and Argote (2012). For excellent reviews on knowledge creation theory, see Nonaka (1994), Nonaka and Toyama (2003), and Nonaka and von Krogh (2009). Fourth, I acknowledge that I utilize business concepts such as strategic renewal, organizational learning and innovation in an empirical study of a public service organization. There are differences between the two. According to Røste and Miles (2005), private organizations work and compete under market conditions, whereas public service organizations work under bureaucratic or hybrid conditions in which local government policies, political rules and regulations, and conflicting pressures exist. Therefore, I acknowledge that the empirical evidence and the theoretical advances uncovered may relate only to public service organizations and not necessarily to private enterprises.

6. Conclusion

The study’s key contribution is its conceptualization of an integrative framework for organizational learning and knowledge creation (Crossan et al., 2011; Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2014). The integrative framework demonstrates how the two fields are different, how they complement each other, and how they are related. First, I propose the bold statement that knowledge creation processes on an individual level and a group/team level cannot be viewed as organizational learning unless a formal decision to use, rework or reject the new knowledge is made. Hence, both individual employees as well as members of teams in innovation projects can learn without their new knowledge reaches an organizational awareness where it can be used for (strategic) renewal. In line with this my empirical evidence demonstrates that much more team knowledge creation occurred in the case organization compared to the amount of knowledge that was presented to the decision makers to enable organizational learning: The team created 33 concepts whereas the decision makers were only presented with 14 of them that were specially selected and further developed. Second, I establish that the “decision to rework knowledge for (strategic) renewal” represents the missing link between organizational learning and knowledge creation. In this setting, decision makers have to relate the knowledge presented by the team to the context in which the knowledge is going to be used. New interpretations of the knowledge may be stimulated during this encounter. In organizational learning theory, this leads to a knowledge “re-integrating process” (Crossan et al., 1999, 2011), whereas in knowledge creation theory, it leads to a knowledge “re-conversion process” (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). Hence, here we find an example of how the two fields have developed in parallel creating their own constructs explaining the exact same situation. In addition to this perspective, the integrative framework enables me to provide arguments for why “decisions not to use new knowledge” can represent a source of organizational learning (Hernes & Irgens, 2012; Weick, 1995). This point is argued because learning does not require change, if the use of new knowledge would leave the organization in an inferior situation (Hernes & Irgens, 2012; Weick, 1996). This implies that organizational learning does not necessarily requires a move from exploration to exploitation (March, 1991). In line with this view, my study motivates an important temporal dimension of knowledge also noticed by O’Connor (2008) and Brix (2014): decision makers may wait deliberately to implement new knowledge because users are not expected to be ready to adopt the changes (O’Connor, 2008). Third, the two literatures are related because they both have a strong emphasis on how the context (the ba) in which learning/knowledge creation occurs influences the individuals working in it (Brusoni & Rosenkrantz, 2014; Crossan & Berdrow, 2003; Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009; Von Krogh et al., 2012). Finally, my endeavor to respond to the call for research on integrating the two paradigms by Crossan et al. (2011), Lyles (2014) and Easterby-Smith and Lyles (2014) has led to the novel insights and theoretical advances presented above. I call for further research to either develop or challenge my claims, and to further develop the propositions stemming from my empirical work. These could also be beneficial to study in adjacent literatures such as opportunity recognition, innovation management and organizational design. Nonetheless, I hope that my study will motivate a constructive discussion in and
by the two literatures.
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